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Abstract 

In the last decades the world witnessed globalization and the unstopable 
advancement of disruptives technologies (or innovations), such as the 
acceleration of digital revolution, the explosion of automation and robotics 
applications, the rapid digitisation of information and access to data and the 
democratisation of knowledge. All these advances bring new economic, 
societal and technological challenges that transform every sector of global 
economy and everyday life activities, from healthcare to transportation to 
energy to advanced materials and beyond. This review describes the most 
disruptive innovations: Internet of things (IoT), Artificial intelligenece (AI), 3D 
printing, Blockchain technology, 3D Printing, Advanced materials, High-speed 
train, Robotics, Autonomous vehicles (self-driving), Advanced virtual reality, 
Renewable energy, Online-retail commerce, Quantum computing, Web-based 
video and films, Drone logistics, Innovative methods of disease treatments, 
new pharmaceuticals, etc. Higher education in the 21st century is going 
through a crisis for lack of structural innovations corresponding to the big 
changes of disruptive technologies and challenges to disseminate new 
knowledge in ways that include the human talent that creates revolutions and 
new economies. Higher education needs disruptive innovation and new forms 
of learning that will change the rules of their position in the explosive 
environmental that the global economy is facing. First-rate universities all over 
the world are facing new challenges with the rapid acceleration of disruptive 
technologies. If they want to remain models of progressive social institutions, 
committed to create new knowledge, educate the next generation and serve 
as drivers facillitating social and cultural advancement. University research 
laboratories and institutes disseminate new knowledge in ways that include 
the human talent that creates revolutions, disruptive innovations, and new 
practices of economic development. This review presents the latest changes 
in the world of famous universites in the most advanced countries, USA, 
United Kingdom, Germany, China, India and France, in their attempt to 
promote disruptive technologies, new research projects, start-ups with 
graduates and newly funded technological enterprises. Many universities are 
spinning out high-technology startups, world-class science research 
innovation programmes, and top hubs for disruptive technological companies. 
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Introduction: What are disruptive technologies (or 
innovations) in the 21st century 

 

Technological advances in the 21st century continue to drive global 

economic growth and, in some cases, unleash disruptive changes in sectors 

of the economy by promoting new business models. Disruptives technologies 

(or innovations), such as the digital revolution is accelerating at 

unprecedented rates, automation, artificial inteligence  and robotics are 

advancing, the digitisation of information and access to data is a fact of 

everyday life and the democratisation of knowledge brings new challenges by 

transforming every sector of global economy, from healthcare to 

transportation to energy and beyond.1,2  

In 1997 Prof. Christensen Clayton M (Harvard University) published his 

seminal book The Innovetor’s Dilemma. When New Technologies Cause 

Great Firms to Fails (Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 1997). In 

his book Christensen popularized the idea of disruptive technologies that has 

since become a buzzword in startup businesses that seek to create an 

innovative product with mass appeal. Even a startup with limited resources 

can aim at technology disruption by inventing an entirely new way of getting 

something done. In contrast, established companies tend to focus on what 

they do best and pursue incremental improvements (lower cost, better quality) 

rather than revolutionary changes, because they cater for their largest and 

most demanding customers.1 

The book and articles in the Harvard Business Review by Prof.  

Christensen and coworkers analyse how successful firms fail when confronted 

with technological and market changes. Established companies adhere to 

good management principles and commerical innovations, but fail at the 

emergence of disruptive technologies, which interrupt the business models 

and disrupt the existing dominant technologies in the market. For the 

established firms does not make sense to invest in disruptive technologies 

until after they have taken over the market. Thus, instead of exercising what 

are typically good managerial decisions, at the introduction of technical or 

market change it is very often the case that managers must make 

counterintuitive decisions not to listen to customers, to invest in lower-
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performance products that produce lower margins, and to pursue small 

markets. In the last few years the global economy is witnessing new trends in 

disruptive technological developments that give rise to the next cycle of 

innovative applications in industry, services and commerce. 2-4  

 

Some useful definitions and examples of “disruptive 
technologies” 
 

In the first 20 years of the 21st century the world is witnessing new 

trends in technological developments that shape the next cycle of innovation. 

Although some of these ‗disruptive technologies‖ (or ―disruptive innovations”) 

are still developing, their application is expected to change and enhance 

many processes across various industries, services and business models. 

Many studies and reports in the last decade consider that thes edisruptives 

technologies (or innovations) will shape the future of many companies and 

established firms and challenge business owners and investors alike to either 

jump on the innovation train or stay behind and lose business. The concept of 

―Disruption‖ describes a process whereby a smaller company with fewer 

resources is able to successfully challenge established incumbent businesses. 

Companies are increasingly looking for new technologies that will increase 

employee engagement and expand their market shares, while they are 

carefully gathering data relating to their competitors‘ successes or failures. 

But which are the dominant trends that spark innovations and offer business 

new opportunities in 2019 and beyond? 5,6 

 
The following section presents definitions and examples of Disruptive 

Technologies (or Disruptive Innovations) making the news in the last decade. 

1. Internet of Things (IoT) 

The Internet of things (IoT) is a system of interrelated computing 

devices, mechanical and digital machines, objects, people that are provided 

with unique identifiers (UIDs) and the ability to transfer data over a network 

without requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction. The IoT 

is a concept in which everything can fit with the ability to collect, send, and 

receive information. It became a reality when technological companies like 
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Samsung, Bosch, and Intel launched various start-ups using this technology 

in surprising new ways. 

Example: Wocket introduced smart wallets replacing the entire wallet with a 

single card. 

 

 

Figure 1. Samsung is integrating various internet-based software into a 
central cloud under the SmartThings brand by 2020. Wocket is a smart 
wallet designed to protect a person‘s identity and replace all the cards in the 
wallet, with no smart phone or cloud required and only works with person‘s 
biometric stamp of approval. [ https://macsources.com/wocket-wallet-review-
digital-wallet/ ]. 
 

2. Artificial Intelligenec (AI) 

Artificial Intelligenece (AI) is another disruptive technology that is 

making a quick transition from future technology to one that surrounds 

individuals in their daily lives. From taking perfect pictures to predicting what 

they can say next in an email, artificial intelligence is being incorporated into 

the products and services people are using every day and help transform their 

lives for better. The big questions are:  Can AI as emerging technology affect 

people‘s future work? Can AI efficiently help enterprises to analyze the large 

sets of unstructured data quickly through language comprehension and image 

analysis. Big Data and AI in the cloud are the most significant developing 

trends. The ability of smart machines to underestimate human workers is 

definitely a valid threat of AI. One of the prominent ways to ensure that AI 

serves humanity is to keep it more beneficial and exploit the benefits by 

rejecting the aspects which threaten the greater good.  

Example: Google’s AI-Powered Predictions. Using anonymized location 

data from smartphones, Google Maps (Maps) can analyze the speed of 

movement of traffic at any given time. And, with its acquisition of 

https://www.cnet.com/tags/smartthings/
https://macsources.com/wocket-wallet-review-digital-wallet/
https://macsources.com/wocket-wallet-review-digital-wallet/
http://www.businessinsider.com/how-google-maps-knows-about-traffic-2015-11
http://www.businessinsider.com/how-google-maps-knows-about-traffic-2015-11
http://www.businessinsider.com/how-google-maps-knows-about-traffic-2015-11
https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2013/06/google-maps-and-waze-outsmarting.html
https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2013/06/google-maps-and-waze-outsmarting.html
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crowdsourced traffic app Waze in 2013, Maps can more easily incorporate 

user-reported traffic incidents like construction and accidents. Access to vast 

amounts of data being fed to its proprietary algorithms means Maps can 

reduce commutes by suggesting the fastest routes to and from work. 

AI and Self-driving cars. In the future, AI will shorten commute even further 

via self-driving cars that result in up to 90% fewer accidents, more efficient 

ride sharing to reduce the number of cars on the road by up to 75%, and 

smart traffic lights that reduce wait times by 40% and overall travel time by 

26% in a pilot study. [https://emerj.com/ai-sector-overviews/everyday-

examples-of-ai/ ].  

 

3. Three-dimesional (3D) printing  
 
The manufacturing innovation, 3D printing is used to create prototypes. 

Recently, many disruptive applications and devices have launched. These are 

used for remote manufacturing and printing more sophisticated designs 

including 3D printed fashion and customized prosthesis. With the 

implementation of 3D printing technology in the medical field, it is safe to say 

that in the near future better Prosthesis and bionic devices will be released to 

the general public with reasonable pricing. The final goal is to offer amputees 

better and cheaper access to prosthetics. Companies like MakerBot and 

Voxel 8 sell 3D printers 

 
 

Figure 2. 3D Printing can make a difference in someone's life: Prosthetics for 

children, veterans, and others who have lost a limb through illness or accident. 
Free, editable designs are available online. So anyone with access to a 3D 
printer and a DIY mentality can create a bespoke prosthesis at a low price 
point. A prosthetic hand can cost thousands of dollars; however, a 3D printed 
prosthesis could be made for as little as $50. Amputee Coalition, 
[https://www.amputee-coalition.org/3d-printed-prosthetics/]. 

http://www.mckinsey.com/industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/ten-ways-autonomous-driving-could-redefine-the-automotive-world
http://www.csail.mit.edu/ridesharing_reduces_traffic_300_percent
https://www.cmu.edu/homepage/computing/2012/fall/smart-traffic-signals.shtml
https://emerj.com/ai-sector-overviews/everyday-examples-of-ai/
https://emerj.com/ai-sector-overviews/everyday-examples-of-ai/
https://www.amputee-coalition.org/3d-printed-prosthetics/
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4. Blockchain Technology. 
 

A blockchain is a database that is shared across a network of 

computers. Once a record has been added to the chain it is very difficult to 

change. The records that the network accepted are added to a block. Each 

block contains a unique code called a hash. It also contains the hash of the 

previous block in the chain. Blockchain is literally just a chain of blocks, but 

not in the traditional sense. The words ―block‖ and ―chain‖ in this context, are 

actually digital information (the ―block‖) stored in a public database (the 

―chain‖). ―Blocks‖ on the blockchain are made up of digital pieces of 

information. Many Blockchain businesses, platforms, and networks have now 

been practicing this technology, disrupting the conventional payment services 

and financial systems. Examples are Ethereum, BitGold, Litecoin, etc. 

[Computer World. What is blockchain, https://www.computerworld.com/ 

article/3191077/what-is-blockchain-the-complete-guide.html ].  

 

5. Advanced materials as disruptive innovations 

The term advanced materials refers to a broad category of innovative 

chemicals and industrial materials as a result of long years of research in 

universities, industrial laboratories and research institutes. Prominent position 

have innovative nanomaterials with highly specific properties and great array 

of applications in commercial products. These materials are produced by 

manipulating matter at the nanoscale (less than 100 nanometers) which have 

greater reactivity, unusual electrical properties, and enormous strength. Also, 

nanomaterials such as graphene and carbon nanotubes, nanoscale gold and 

silver, that could impact the transportation sector by providing strong, ultralight 

structural materials for use in various infrastructure developments. There are 

innovative materials for construction activities, potentially reducing the cost of 

materials and the length of time of construction. Also, innovative materials are 

piezoelectric compounds, memory metals, self-healing materials, 

nanoelectronics, nanomedicine with targeted drugs, min sensors, catalysts 

advanced composites, innovative energy storage materials, solar cells,  

conductive polymers, femtotechnology, picotechnology, high-temperature 

https://www.computerworld.com/%20article/3191077/what-is-blockchain-the-complete-guide.html
https://www.computerworld.com/%20article/3191077/what-is-blockchain-the-complete-guide.html
https://www.computerworld.com/%20article/3191077/what-is-blockchain-the-complete-guide.html
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superconductivity [MaterialsScience https://materialsscience.Conference 

series.com/events-list/emerging-technologies-in-materials-science ]. 

6. High-speed travel as a disruptive technology  

Another disruptive technology proposed recently is the high speed train 

travel. At present there is advanced technology that can resolve many 

complex fast long-distance tyravel issues. It came into reality with the first test 

of Hyperloop One prototype propulsion system. The high speed train, 

Hyperloop will disrupt everything because it could make long-distance 

transportation incredibly fast, and very cheap.  

If iHyperloop works as advertised, will disrupt everything by making high-

speed long-distance travel as easy as taking the subway across town. For 

example, a Hyperloop vehicle could theoretically make the 373.5-mile trip from 

New York City to Buffalo, New York, in 37 minutes. In comparison, the same 

trip takes 6 hours and 18 minutes by car, and 3 hours 36 minutes by plane. 

 
 

Figure 3. High speed rail travel. Imagine a world where you could easily 

commute over 400 miles to work each day in 30 minutes, The hyperloop 
project started as a proposed new form of ultra-high speed passenger and/or 
freight train, based on the early open-sourced ―vactrain‖ design by Elon 
Musk‘s joint team from Tesla and SpaceX. [CNN report  10.12.2019 
https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/how-long-hyperloop/index.html ].  
 

Although is hypothetical, a working Hyperloop high speed train could 

disrupt travel, real estate, land use patterns, regional government, local 

government, taxation, housing, retail, employment, and the economy in 

general. Essentially, the Hyperloop is a long tube from which they pump most 

of the air out and enables high speeds because it eliminates wind resistance. 

The concept of Hyperloop (ultra-fast passenger train) has more or less the 

same principles as jet airplanes to achieve high speeds it moves in a low air-

https://hyperloop-one.com/
https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/how-long-hyperloop/index.html
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pressure environment. [Medium. Jennings DG, 12.1.2019. How the hyperloop 

will disrupt everything. https://medium.com/discourse/how-hyperloop-will-

disrupt-everything-fffe8104d611].  

7. Robotics as a disruptive technology   

Robotis is an exciting disruptive technology expanding very fast in the 

last decade that corresponds with advanced and capable robots having 

enhanced expertise, senses, and intelligence. Many authorities consider 

robotics to be a disruptive technology. (e.g. United Nations Global Compact, a 

world-leading sustainability initiative). Under this label, it includes technologies 

like advanced manufacturing robotics, exoskeletons, and medical robots. 

Robotic automation in the assemply lines of many enterprizes has completely 

changed the working environment in some industries. The biggest industries 

in the world have completely reinvented their production processes with 

robotics, including consumer goods, vehicles, food manufacture, and 

agriculture. [Robotic. https://blog.robotiq.com/is-robotics-really-a-disruptive-

technology ]. 

 

Figure 4. Sales of industrial robots shot up at a staggering rate in the last 

decade. According to new data from the International Federation of Robotics 

the biggest growth came from China. 

8. Autonomous Vehicles  

Self-driving cars and autonomous vehicles is another disruptive 

technological sector that paved the way in bringing cars and trucks with the 

technology of ‗enhanced autopilot‘. The next step will be the introduction of 

autonomous self-driving machines in urban areas for municipal purposes. Like 

https://medium.com/discourse/how-hyperloop-will-disrupt-everything-fffe8104d611
https://medium.com/discourse/how-hyperloop-will-disrupt-everything-fffe8104d611
https://blog.robotiq.com/how-robots-help-the-consumer-goods-industry-adapt
https://blog.robotiq.com/top-5-ways-robotics-is-changing-the-food-industry
https://blog.robotiq.com/top-10-robotic-applications-in-the-agricultural-industry
https://blog.robotiq.com/is-robotics-really-a-disruptive-technology
https://blog.robotiq.com/is-robotics-really-a-disruptive-technology
https://ifr.org/
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municipal solid waste trucks as well as road-cleaning and road-maintenance 

machines all being autonomous without a driver on board, or with a driver 

acting only as a safety precaution. Thanks to advancements in these fields 

and thanks to massive advancements by Google, Volvo, Tesla, Uber and Lyft, 

the dawn of self-driving cars in the cities would arise. [Frey T, 19.9.2019. 

Future of Trasportation. https://futuristspeaker.com/future-of-transportation/ 

28-reasons-why-driverless-tech-will-be-the-most-disruptive-technology-in-all-

history/ ].  

9. Advanced Virtual Reality (VR)  

Advanced Virtual Reality is a technology providing interactive 

computer-generating experience, AVR is going to transform the way how 

individuals experience the world. Virtual Reality (VR) is the use of computer 

technology to create a simulated environment (e.g. 3D-TV). Unlike traditional 

user interfaces, VR places the user inside an experience. Instead of viewing a 

screen in front of them, users are immersed and able to interact with 3D 

worlds. Virtual reality and augmented reality have been the next innovative 

technology for the last many years but still have not taken off. The recently 

released Oculus Quest ($399) is a significant next step in standalone devices 

by providing immersive visuals at a reasonable cost. ―There are VR realistic 

applications currently being tested and used in education (both in schools and 

for employee training), medicine (exposure therapy and analysing doctor 

response/performance) and retail (visualisation of retail spaces and in 

customer experience). [Techradar, 19.8.2019.  https://www.techradar.com/ 

news/ar-and-vr-have-potential-to-become-disruptive-technologies ]. 

10. Renewable energy sources 

Renewable energy sources like solar Photovoltaic (PV) panels, wind 

turbines and tidal or ocean power are disrupting traditional energy resources 

that produced electricity for many decades from thermal power stations with 

fossil fuels. The electricity sector is experiencing a profound disruptive shock 

due to technological innovation including the falling costs of renewable power 

sources and energy storage, along with tougher environmental policies and 

regulatory reforms because of the climate change. These disruptive changes 

https://futuristspeaker.com/future-of-transportation/%2028-reasons-why-driverless-tech-will-be-the-most-disruptive-technology-in-all-history/
https://futuristspeaker.com/future-of-transportation/%2028-reasons-why-driverless-tech-will-be-the-most-disruptive-technology-in-all-history/
https://futuristspeaker.com/future-of-transportation/%2028-reasons-why-driverless-tech-will-be-the-most-disruptive-technology-in-all-history/
https://www.techradar.com/%20news/ar-and-vr-have-potential-to-become-disruptive-technologies
https://www.techradar.com/%20news/ar-and-vr-have-potential-to-become-disruptive-technologies
https://www.techradar.com/%20news/ar-and-vr-have-potential-to-become-disruptive-technologies
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are most apparent in the 28 European Union countries, the USA, Canada, 

Australia and China.In these countries the once-powerful utility companies 

producing electricity are struggling or restructuring to survive. Global 

investment in all forms of renewable energy – excluding large hydropower – 

was just under US$279 billion in 2017 with. Wind turbines and solarPV panels 

account for most of this. Renewable technology and installation becomes 

cheaper, non-hydro renewables accounted for 61% of all the new installed 

power capacity worldwde in 2017. Solar is already at least as cheap as coal in 

Germany, Australia, the US, Spain and Italy. By 2021, it is also expected to be 

cheaper than coal in China. Also, innovations in energy storage and digital 

technology promise to keep these costs down, but the big traditional utilities 

are failing to keep pace. Electricity storage and new batteries are key 

technological elements for the development of electric vehicles (EV), which 

are seen key drivers of change for transport and power sectors.  

[The Conversation. http://theconversation.com/the-energy-industry-is-being-
disrupted-and-traditional-firms-cant-keep-up-101850]. OECD. A Chain 
Reaction: Disruptive Innovation in the Electricity Sector, OECD Investment 
Division, OECD publ, Paris, 2018 [https://www.oecd.org/ competition/A-chain-
reaction-disruptive-innovation-in-the-electricity-sector.pdf ].  

11. Online-retail, digital commerce  

In the last 20 years the retail industry is in a state of constant and rapid 

change. The majority of retailers have embraced the digital e-commerce, and 

are on a permanent innovative transformation of their retail section with new 

online sales. Many brands are redesigning their websites to support voice and 

visual searching. According to reports e-commerce will tremendously increase 

digital commerce revenues. Amazon the most famous of Artificial 

Intelligence-first search and discovery platform focused on retail and e-

commerce as well in fast delivery by drones. Many brands are pursuing a 

range of digital technologies, such as augmented reality and smart shelves, to 

build durable competitive advantages. Worldwide in 2019 online-commerce 

sales topped $3.5 trillion USD, an increase of approximately 18% from the 

year before. Online retail is expected to nearly double by 2023 to more than 

$6.5 billion. In the USA in 2019 it is estimated that 12,000 store closures will 

reach new record because of the developemnt of online commerce, the 

http://fs-unep-centre.org/publications/global-trends-renewable-energy-investment-report-2018
https://about.bnef.com/new-energy-outlook/
http://theconversation.com/the-energy-industry-is-being-disrupted-and-traditional-firms-cant-keep-up-101850
http://theconversation.com/the-energy-industry-is-being-disrupted-and-traditional-firms-cant-keep-up-101850
https://www.oecd.org/%20competition/A-chain-reaction-disruptive-innovation-in-the-electricity-sector.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/%20competition/A-chain-reaction-disruptive-innovation-in-the-electricity-sector.pdf
https://www.statista.com/statistics/379046/worldwide-retail-e-commerce-sales/
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majority are the result of retail bankrupties. [Shopify. Winker N. 23.1.2020. 

What is the future of E-commerce? 10 insights on the evolutoiion of an 

industry https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/the-future-of-ecommerce ].  

12. Quantum computing   

Many companies like IBM, Google, and Intel are investing in quantum 

computing. It is an approaching disruptive technology that will outperform in 

speed the existing supercomputers. Quantum computing is essentially 

harnessing and exploiting the amazing laws of quantum mechanics to process 

information. A traditional computer uses long strings of ―bits‖ which encode 

either a zero (0) or a one (1), whereas a quantum computer, uses quantum 

bits, or qubits. A qubit is a quantum system that encodes the zero and the one 

into two distinguishable quantum states. Thanks to superposition and 

entanglement, a quantum computer can process a vast number of 

calculations simultaneously, whereas a classical computer works with ones 

and zeros, a quantum computer will have the advantage of using ones, zeros 

and ―superpositions‖ of ones and zeros. Certain difficult tasks that have long 

been thought impossible (or ―intractable‖) for classical computers will be 

achieved quickly and efficiently by a quantum computer. [Institute for 

Quantum Computing, University of Waterloo, Canada, https://uwaterloo.ca/ 

institute-for-quantum-computing/quantum-computing-101 ].  

 

Figure 5. After decades of experimentation, billions of dollars in investment 

across the globe, scientists proved a quantum computer can work. A Google 

quantum computer, shown here without its refrigeration housing, has multiple 

layers descending from top to bottom, each chilled to a colder temperature. 

https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/the-future-of-ecommerce
https://bstrategyhub.com/swot-analysis-of-google-2019-google-swot-analysis/
https://uwaterloo.ca/%20institute-for-quantum-computing/quantum-computing-101
https://uwaterloo.ca/%20institute-for-quantum-computing/quantum-computing-101
https://uwaterloo.ca/%20institute-for-quantum-computing/quantum-computing-101
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Quantum technology has been given a massive boost in India‘s latest 

budget, receiving 80 billion rupees (US$1.12 billion) over five years as part of 

a new national quantum mission. In 2018, the USA invested US$1.2 billion 

over five years in a national quantum initiative, and in 2016, Europe pledged 

US$1.13 billion for quantum technologies. Russia is also spending the 

equivalent of hundreds of millions of dollars on quantum technologies.  

[Nature News, 3.2.2020, India bets big on quantum technology. Latest budget 

includes more than a billion dollars in funding for quantum computing, 

communications and cryptography, https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-

020-00288-x ]. 

13. Web-based video as a disruptive innovation 

A disruptive innovation that is on the brink of disrupting cable. The 

most popular one, Netflix has revolutionized the way people watch TV and 

movies at home instead of watching films in cinemas. It brings on-demand 

viewing on desirable schedule while avoiding irritating commercials.   

14. Drone logistics and transportation market 

 

The increasing use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or aerial 

drones in commercial applications for faster delivery of goods is one of the 

major factors driving the growth of the drone logistics and transportation 

market. Growing e-commerce (online-retail) market is fuelling the growth of 

the drone logistics and transportation market. Boeing, Airbus, and Uber 

Technologies are some of the companies that are currently involved in the 

development of passenger drones and flying cars. The prominent players in 

the drone logistics and transportation market are Drone Delivery Canada, 

Uber Technologies Inc., Zipline International, Flirtey, and Matternet. 

Additionally, vertical integration of service providers by the acquisition of 

drone transportation companies can help them in controlling the national and 

global distribution channels. They provide lightweight deliveries directly to 

consumers using automated cargo management system, thus disrupting the 

traditional shipping trasportation practices. 

https://www.nature.com/news/europe-plans-giant-billion-euro-quantum-technologies-project-1.19796
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03855-z
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00288-x
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00288-x
https://bstrategyhub.com/swot-analysis-of-netflix-2019-netflix-swot-analysis/
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[Mordor Intelligence, Drone logistics & transportation market, growth, trends, 
and forecasts (2020-2025), https://www.mordorintelligence.com/ industry-
reports/drone-logistics-and-transportation-market] & Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicles Market--Growth, Trends, and Forecast (2020--2025), 
https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/uav-market]  

15. Intelligent automation as a disruptive technology  

The introduction of intelligent automation acts as a disruptive 

technology and is related to cognitive applications and software platforms 

used to streamline business processes. IKEA and Ericsson are using this 

technology. Intelligenece automation disrupts all the manual working and 

tasks. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is driving intelligent automation, augmentation 

and disruptive innovation in enterprises. Studies showed that commercial and 

industrial enterprises that use Artificial Intelligence (AI) to amplify human 

potential will lead the way, while those enterprises that do not use 

intelligenece automation will lag behind in the future. Today, business leaders 

are realizing that for AI to reach its full potential they must develop 

competency in new-age technologies to gain actionable insights. AI is a 

rapidly maturing field, in which new, disruptive technologies are emerging 

almost every day; companies need to collaborate with different vendors and 

partners to mitigate the risk of technological obsolescence. There is growing 

interest and investments in AI and related technologies by Fortune 100 

companies in almost every industry because AI has the potential to double 

economic growth rates and boost labour productivity by up to 40%.  

[Ernst & Young, EY Building Better Working World. Intelligence Automation, 
Reshaping the future of work with robots. Knowledge Series, chap. 1, 2019, 
E&Y India. https://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/ EY_intelligent_ 
automation/$FILE/EY-intelligent-automation.pdf]. 

19. Skype Translator to eliminate language barriers 

Skype Translator is available on devices with Windows 7 and above, as 

well as Mac OS X, iOS, Android, and Linux operating systems. Skype has 

developed an artificial-intelligence-based application to eliminate the language 

barrier. It allows people to talk to anyone irrespective of their native language. 

This translator is an innovation that disruptes the other communication 

applications. [https://www.skype.com/en/features/skype-translator/ ]. 

https://www.mordorintelligence.com/%20industry-reports/drone-logistics-and-transportation-market
https://www.mordorintelligence.com/%20industry-reports/drone-logistics-and-transportation-market
Unmanned%20Aerial%20Vehicles%20Market--Growth,%20Trends,%20and%20Forecast%20(2020--2025)
Unmanned%20Aerial%20Vehicles%20Market--Growth,%20Trends,%20and%20Forecast%20(2020--2025)
Unmanned%20Aerial%20Vehicles%20Market--Growth,%20Trends,%20and%20Forecast%20(2020--2025)
https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/uav-market
https://bstrategyhub.com/boost-your-business-the-six-sigma-way/
https://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/%20EY_intelligent_%20automation/$FILE/EY-intelligent-automation.pdf
https://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/%20EY_intelligent_%20automation/$FILE/EY-intelligent-automation.pdf
https://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/%20EY_intelligent_%20automation/$FILE/EY-intelligent-automation.pdf
https://www.skype.com/en/features/skype-translator/
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20. Smart floating farms, rooftop gardens, vertical farming 

 

Disruptive technologies can be also eco-friendly ideas. Now farms can 

be on the sea and lakes close to the cities or can be designed on rooftops of 

city houses and block of flats. Smart Floating Farms can be created as a set-

up to produce fresh food near home. The smart floating farm can be a 

disruptive innovative technology that disrupts the conventional solutions for 

producing food. Scientists are questioning whether these sustainable farms 

can actually make a dent in the impending food crisis, since they'll likely have 

enormous start-up and operating costs. There are many signs pointing to a 

hungry future and the Smart Floating Farms hope to make a difference. With 

impending water shortages and an exponentially growing world population, 

people will have to get creative about how to grow food in the future Floating 

Farms are automated offshore multi-layer food and energy production 

platforms. [https://www.trendhunter.com/trends/smart-floating-farms]. 

 

Figure 6. Stretching eco-friendly concepts to the limit, scientists have come 
up with the idea of Smart Floating Farms, large triple-decker agriculture 

barges that feature fish farms down below, hydroponic gardens up top and 
solar panels on the roof to keep things running. 
 

In the last decade there were many new revolutionary farnming ideas 

and applications. These are Vertical farming innovations that can soon 

replace the traditional agriculture techniques. These are more sustainable 

method of agriculture because reduce the requirements of water to up to 70% 

and also save considerable space and soil. Hydroponics: growing plants 

without soil and Aeroponics: growing plants with no soil and very little water. 

Also, Aquaponics System is much like the Hydroponics System but is only 

better. It aims to combine the fish and plants in the same ecosystem. In this 

https://smartfloatingfarms.com/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/are-floating-farms-our-future-180956476/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/are-floating-farms-our-future-180956476/
https://www.trendhunter.com/trends/smart-floating-farms
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system, fish grow in indoor ponds and produce a nutrient-rich waste that 

further acts as a food source for the plants grown in vertical farms. [Interesting 

Engineering, 2018. https://interestingengineering.com/13-vertical-farming-

innovations-that-could-revolutionize-agriculture ].  

21. Disruptive innovations in medical care and treatment 

 

Disease treatment and innovative medical applications. Disruptive 

innovations in health care are new types of medical technologies that create 

new networks and new organisational cultures involving new players, and that 

has the potential to improve health outcomes and the value of health care by 

displacing older systems. 

One of these new innovative methods is CRISPR. Scientists have 

come up with an innovative cancer (and other diseases) treatment in which 

they recode cancer by editing the genes. In the first clinical trial of its kind, 

researchers used the gene-editing tool CRISPR to fine-tune the DNA of 

people's immune cells, in hopes of fighting cancer. Preliminary data from the 

trial suggest that this technique is safe for use in cancer patients. CRISPRs 

stands for "Clusters of Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats." It is 

a specialized region of DNA with two distinct characteristics: the presence of 

nucleotide repeats and spacers. CRISPR technology is a simple yet powerful 

tool for editing genomes. It allows researchers to easily alter DNA sequences 

and modify gene function. Its many potential applications include correcting 

genetic defects, treating and preventing the spread of diseases and improving 

crops. However, its promise also raises ethical concerns. 

[Reference:Maxmen A. Faster, better, cheaper the rise of CRISPR in disease 
detection. Powerful gene-editing tool could help to diagnose illnesses such as 
Lassa fever early and rein in the spread of infection. Nature News 19.2.2020. 
Nature 566, 437 (2019), doi: 10.1038/d41586-019-00601-3 ]. 

CRISPR tests developed by Prof. Doudna and her team at Berkeley 

University use Cas9 proteins with different properties and patents to target 

various illnesses. Their diagnostic for HPV uses the Cas12a protein, instead 

of Cas13. Cas12a also cuts indiscriminately after locking onto its target, but it 

slices DNA instead of RNA. The test distinguishes between two types of HPV 

https://interestingengineering.com/13-vertical-farming-innovations-that-could-revolutionize-agriculture
https://interestingengineering.com/13-vertical-farming-innovations-that-could-revolutionize-agriculture
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03399448
https://www.livescience.com/58790-crispr-explained.html
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that studies have linked to cervical or anal cancer. Prof. Doudna hopes it will 

be able to help curb the rising death toll from cervical cancer in African 

countries where the disease is frequently diagnosed too late for treatment. 

She co-founded a San Francisco-based startup called Mammoth Biosciences 

in 2017 to further develop the diagnostic. The company is testing it on blood 

samples from people in California. [Reference. Leidiford H. Genome studies 

unlock childhood-cancer clues. Analyses across dozens of cancers reveal 

new potential drug targets. Nature News 28.2.2020]. 

Childern cancer. Researchers have combed through the genomes of more 

than 1,700 tumours, representing more than 20 different kinds of childhood 

types of cancer, to unearth potential drug targets and a better understanding 

of how cancer arises in the youngest patients. This researc is part of a 

growing movement to harness genomics against childhood cancers. Around 

the world, researchers are banding together to share genomics data, 

techniques and cell lines that can be used to study these diseases. 

[Reference. Gröbner SN. et al. The landscape of genomic alterations across 
childhood cancers. Nature 255:321-327, 2018. http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ 
nature25480 (2018)].  
Ma, X, Liu Y, Zhang I. Pan-cancer genome and transcriptome analyses of 
1,699 paediatric leukaemias and solid tumours. Nature 555:371-376, 2018. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature25795 (2018).] 
 

Sunscreen pills. Companies like Heliocare have introduced sunscreen pills, 

disrupting the sunscreen market. Pills are supposed to offer protection against 

UV rays which can cause skin cancer.   

Invisible hearing aid. ReSound LiNX 3D has introduced a digital hearing aid 

to identify speech in noise. It allows people to hear more sounds around. 

These are like wireless headphones which are nearly invisible. 

Acquiring biometric data. Many companies have stepped up in the health 

and fitness sector to provide mobile health apps that can help people 

measure biometric data themselves. Like iHealth helps to measure glucose 

levels, Zensorium’s Being helps to identify emotional state and Fitbit’s 

PurePulse aids in measuring pulse rate. 

Software-based eye tracking technology. Companies like UMoove has 

developed software-based eye-tracking technology to measure attention and 

focus. It uses a camera and a processor. People can track their eye 

https://www.nature.com/articles/nbt0618-479
https://www.nature.com/news/cruel-fusion-what-a-young-man-s-death-means-for-childhood-cancer-1.21723
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/%20nature25480
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/%20nature25480
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/%20nature25480
https://www.resound.com/en/hearing-aids/resound-hearing-aids/linx-3d
https://ihealthlabs.com/
https://www.fitbit.com/purepulse
https://www.fitbit.com/purepulse
https://www.fitbit.com/purepulse
http://www.umoove.me/
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movement and brain waves by downloading it on their mobile designed for 

diagnosis and help treat conditions such as Attention deficit hyperactivity 

disorder (ADHD) and autism. 

Inserts for shoes for stroke victims. Veristride, a Utah based company, 

has been doing innovative work in the area of gait assessment for stroke 

patients. Veristride‘s technology, PT Metrix, clips to a patient‘s shoes and 

collects data. on their gait as they conduct normal day-to-day activities, 

measures and provides to help stroke victims heal and improve their walking 

movements. Veristride’s product delivers real-time information on the 

movement abilities of runners, stroke victims, amputees, sufferers of 

Parkinson‘s disease and many other conditions. [Utah University. Spin offs 

https://archive.unews.utah.edu/news_releases/university-of-utah-spin-offs-

exhibit-technologies-at-international-consumer-electronics-show/]. 

 

Universities and disruptive technologies. Changing the rules 
for supporting innovative challenges 

 

Higher education in the 21st century in most developed countries is 

going through a crisis due to a lack of structural innovations corresponding to 

the big changes of disruptive technologies. Universities face new challenges 

to disseminate new knowledge in ways that include the human talent that 

creates revolutions and new economies. In the past half century all countries 

increased drammatically their higher education sector that has been 

dedicated to expanding access but the quality has slipped. Higher education 

is in need of innovation and not just innovation for the current environment but 

disruptive education that will change the rules of the game to keep pace with 

the demands of tomorrow. Doing more of the same is not a viable option.13 

The history and legacy of universities in the last 8 centuries of their 

existence as educational and research institutions can make them resistant 

to change. Notions such as academic freedom, academic identity, and the 

nature of research have allowed those employed within the Academe to 

develop a privileged view from what is often metaphorically known as ‗the 

Ivory Tower’. Researchers examining the innovation progress in higher 

education, inticate that research and the production of knowledge becomes 

https://archive.unews.utah.edu/news_releases/university-of-utah-spin-offs-exhibit-technologies-at-international-consumer-electronics-show/
https://archive.unews.utah.edu/news_releases/university-of-utah-spin-offs-exhibit-technologies-at-international-consumer-electronics-show/
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innovation once the knowledge is applied in a novel manner to create a new 

outcome, and the intellectual property that accompanies such innovations is 

what adds value to the economy, industry and services in general, although 

innovation for purely economic benefit should not be the sole remit of the 

university innovation agenda. In addition, universities must contribute to 

social modernity, respect for ethical and legal responsibilities, reduction of 

superstitions, irrational fears and beliefs and can play an important role in 

democratic process and societal innovation. Universities need to extend their 

scope in supporting the practical and economical application of new 

knowledge if they are indeed to contribute to the innovation process. Some 

researchers divide innovation into: disruptive innovations and sustaining 

innovations, which may be either transformational (discontinuous) or 

evolutionary (continuous).14 

The concept of disruptive innovations can be illustarted by two 

examples. A classic example of the disruptive innovation of the Internet being 

unleashed was the restructuring of the bookselling industry. The big 

bookselling chains lost out to Amazon because it could display its inventory 

without having to own a physical store in every town and then ship the book to 

the buyer's home. 

For universities Online learning is considered as a disruptive 

technology that is making universities reconsider their higher education 

models of traditional education. In the last years some universities started 

Massive Open Online Cources (MOOCs) which in their present form are 

replicas of traditional lectures without the possibilities for active tutoring. But 

the general conclusion was that MOOCs are not a disruptive innovation in the 

sense that Prof. Christensen CM described in several of his publications. 

MOOCs can not be ignored by regular higher educational institutions because 

they set a higher standard of education quality, encouraging university 

teachers to increase their efforts and improve performance. For some 

researcher MOOCs are considered as facilitators of other developments that 

could change the quality of higher educational sector.15-17 

The authors of disruptive technologies (or innovations) Prof. 

Christensen CM, and Eyring H., in a new book ―Innovative University. 

Changing the DNA of Higher Education from the Inside Out‖ (John Wiley & 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/big_box_retailer.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/big_box_retailer.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/big_box_retailer.asp
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Sons, New York, 2011) analysed the impact in the function of the universities 

by what they refer as "disruptive technologies‖ According to the authors 

traditional research universities enjoy a dominant position in the higher 

education "market," but they are beginning to feel the impact of disruptive 

technologies such as distance education.  

Christensen and Eyring in their book decipher how universities can find 

innovative, less costly ways of performing their uniquely valuable functions 

and offer suggestions of new ways forward to deal with curriculum, faculty 

issues, enrollment, retention and employment of graduates. Universities are 

creators, testers and evaluators for the application of new knowledge through 

research, and the results can be valuable for business, industry and services. 

First-rate universities all over the world are models of progressive social 

institutions, which remained committed to create new knowledge, educate the 

next generation and serve as drivers facillitating social and cultural 

advancement. University research laboratories and institutes disseminate new 

knowledge in ways that include the human talent that creates revolutions, 

innovations and new economies, and practices. Universities aim to alter 

national and global habits to innovative ethical standards while improving life 

for the majority of the population. 

 
 

 
Figure 7. Christensen CM, Eyring HJ. The Innovative University. Changing 
the DNA of Higher Education from the Inside Out. Wiley & Sons, N., York, 
2011, Moodie G. Universities, Disruptive Technologies and Continuity in 
Higher Education: The Impact of Information Revolution. Palgrave-MacMillan, 
London, New Yoirk, 2017. The current disruptive technologies in the 21st 
century produced significant changes in global higher education, similar to the 
changes of the ―Scientific Revolutions‖ of the last two centuries.   
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The USA universities: research, innovation, start-ups 

Compared with universities in most developed countries, U.S. 

universities are highly decentralized and independent of central authority. The 

U.S. has never had an Education Ministry allocating resources and giving 

central direction to the nation‘s institutions of higher education. According to 

the U.S. National Center for Education Statistics there were 4,298 degree-

granting higher education institutions for 2017-2018 school year with around 

20 million students attending American colleges and universities in 2019. 

U.S. universities enjoy a high degree of freedom in developing 

educational curricula, introducing novel courses of study, invest in research 

laboratories and institutes and defining their relationship with the private 

sector. U.S. research universities (private and state) perform more than 50% 

of the U.S. basic science and engineering research, and are often major 

drivers of economic development and research innovations in the states in 

which they are located. Most public Research & Development (R&D) support 

for industry including federal support occurs via collaborations between 

universities and private companies. Also, another side of the strengths of the 

U.S. research university system is the financial support of Start-up (startups) 

companies for graduates spinning off from universities. Financing and 

promoting graduate start-ups for disruptive technologies is considered a 

necessary condition to bring about innovation-based economic development 

in the U.S. in an period of high globalization and international trade.18  

U.S. universities and colleges play an important role in conducting 

research and development in the United States. Academic institutions spent 

$72 billion on R&D in 2016, an increase of 21% over the past decade, after 

adjusting for inflation. Annual R&D expenditure in some higher institutions 

exceeds $1 billion. The federal government funded $39 billion (54%) of 

academic R&D in 2016, up from $31 billion in 2007. Nonprofit organizations 

provided $4.6 billion of academic R&D funding, and businesses provided $4.2 

billion for higher education R&D in 2016.19 

Also, most of the top research universities (it is estimated that there are 

220 ―doctoral universities‖ with ―highest or higher research activities‖) in the 

USA are using funds for graduates to start their own companies. Statistical 
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evidence showed that in the 2019 listings start-up companies (that had raised 

at least $1 million after graduation) has increased. The first positon in the list 

is the University of UC Berkeley with 240 start-ups. Second is UC Los 

Angeles with 85, University of Michigan 76, University of Illinois 63, University 

of Washington 61, University of Wisconsin 55, University of Virginia 54, etc.20 

Top-ranking U.S. universities (Stanford, Harvard, Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology, UC Berkeley, Princeton, Columbia, Yale, John 

Hopkins, Chicago) constantly dominate the higher education field, making 

them the most prestigious and reputable schools (law, medical and business).  

Stanford University (private research university ranks in the top 10 

university worldwide known for its academic achievements, wealth and close 

proximity to Silicon Valley, San Francisco Bay Area in Northern California) 

has a long history in innovation and can boast that since the 1930s, it is 

helped create nearly 40,000 companies. Amomng these include Linkedin, 

Netflix, Google and Nike. If all these companies were gathered collectively, 

they would make up the 10th largest economy worldwide. 

Universities also attract venture capital funds for innovative companies. 

For example, the Berkeley SkyDeck Fund is a private venture capital fund 

like any other, except that it has a cooperative agreement with the university 

of UC Berkeley. The fund will only invest in companies accepted into 

SkyDeck‘s accelerator program. The fund and the university both share half of 

the fund management profit. In 2019 there were approximately 800 

companies applying to SkyDeck‘s accelerator program ($24.5 million), UC 

Berkeley has not put any money into the fund. 

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) is another 

prestigious and famous university in engineering, entrepreneurship and 

innovation with impressive impact at local, regional, and global levels. A study 

in 2015 reported that 30,000 companies founded by MIT alumni (graduates) 

were active as of 2014, employing 4.6 million people and producing annual 

revenues of $1.9 trillion (similar to the GDP of Russia Federation, or of 

Canada). MIT graduates established hundreds of new companies each year, 

and approximately 40% of MIT founders are serial entrepreneurs, starting 

multiple companies, of which 23% are founded outside the USA. [MIT Facts, 

2020, https://web.mit.edu/facts/entrepreneurship.html ].  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Private_university
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research_university
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon_Valley
http://facts.stanford.edu/research/innovation
http://facts.stanford.edu/research/innovation
https://web.mit.edu/facts/entrepreneurship.html
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The Association of American Universities (AAU) is composed o 62 

leading research universities earning the majority of competitively awarded 

federal funding for research that contributes significantly to U.S. economic 

strength, while educating and training tomorrow‘s scientific leaders and 

innovators. The partnership between the government and American research 

universities lies at the heart of the U.S. scientific and higher education 

enterprise. In a recent press release (2019) the AAU announced the list of 20 

succesful innovative start-ups by a committee comprised of innovation experts 

who considered the strength of the startup technology, and its connection to 

research.21  

Examples of innovative start-ups [https://www.aau.edu/newsroom/press-

releases/innovation-and-entrepreneurship-showcase-startups-born-federally-
funded-university-research ].  
 

KIYATEC, Clemson University. Federal Funding: National Science 
Foundation. KIYATEC is dedicated to accurately modeling and predicting 
cancer patient response to drug therapies, using ex vivo 3D cell culture 
technology, in order to inform clinical decision-making and drive drug 
development. 
Xallent, Cornell University. Federal Funding: National Science Foundation 
Xallent develops proprietary nanoscale measurement hardware and software 

tools for imaging, testing, and analyzing semiconductors and thin film 
materials. 
Magnitude Instruments, Penn State University. Federal Funding: 
Department of Energy. The goal of Magnitude Instruments is to deliver 
affordable, state-of-the-art transient spectrometers that push the limits of 
sensitivity and are as easy to use as UV-Vis or FTIR instruments. 
Entrada Therapeutics, The Ohio State University. Federal Funding: 
National Institutes of Health. Entrada Therapeutics is a biotechnology 
company dedicated to transforming the treatment of devastating diseases 
through the intracellular delivery of biologics. 

 

Universities in the United Kingdom and disruptive innovations 
 

All UK universities (more than 150) have been state funded, not-for-

profit institutions (only 5 private universities exist at present). Unlike their 

European counterparts, the state does not own the universities in the UK and 

the staff are employed by the university rather than being civil servants, but 

nonetheless, most universities are considered to be public or state run. The 

United Kingdom (England, Scotland, Wales and N. Ireland) in 2017-2018 UK 

had 164 higher education institutions that returned data to the Higher 

https://www.aau.edu/newsroom/press-releases/innovation-and-entrepreneurship-showcase-startups-born-federally-funded
https://www.aau.edu/newsroom/press-releases/innovation-and-entrepreneurship-showcase-startups-born-federally-funded
https://www.aau.edu/newsroom/press-releases/innovation-and-entrepreneurship-showcase-startups-born-federally-funded
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Education Statistics Agency (HESA). The student population in 2017 was 2.34 

million (undergraduates 1.77 million and postgraduates 0.57 million). In 2016–

2017, more than 90% of graduates were in work or further study within six 

months of leaving university. In 2014–15, universities across the UK 

generated £95 billion in gross output for the economy. The UK university 

sector contributed £21.5 billion to GDP, representing 1.2% of the UK's GDP 

and supported more than 940,000 jobs in the UK. The universities are very 

active in research and development (R&D). In 2014 Research Excellent 

Framework rated 76% of the university research submitted as 'world leading' 

or 'internationally excellent'. UK academic research productivity is 3.6 times 

the world average, representing 4% of the world‘s researchers and accounted 

for 15% of worlds most highly-cited scientific papers. In 2017-18 more than 

4,000 graduate start-ups were created by the UK universities and 125 of 

these spin-off companies were university owned.22 

 Recently, university research in the UK is advancing on quantum 

communication technology. Quantum technologies are new, disruptive 

technologies that can outperform their conventional counterparts, in 

communications, sensing, imaging and computing.23 The University of York 

(Physics department) is to spearhead next phase of UK development of 

quantum-secure communications. The physics Dpt in York leads the Quantum 

Communications Hub, one of four specialist quantum technology Hubs that 

form the national network. Each consortium is led by a major research 

institution: universites of Birmingham, Glasgow, Oxford and York. The 

expanded academic consortium led by York now includes: Queen‘s University 

at Belfast, Bristol, Cambridge, Glasgow, Heriot-Watt, Kent, Oxford, Sheffield 

and Strathclyde, as well as The National Physical Laboratory and RAL Space. 

The new five year funded programme is supported by the Engineering and 

Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) as part of the UK National 

Quantum Technologies Programme. The University of York has been 

awarded more than £23m to spearhead the second phase of the UK‘s 

strategic investment in researching and developing secure quantum 

communications.[Physics Department, https://www.york.ac.uk/physics/news/ 

departmentalnews/next-phase-for-quantum/ ].  

https://www.quantumcommshub.net/
https://www.quantumcommshub.net/
https://www.quantumcommshub.net/
https://www.york.ac.uk/physics/news/%20departmentalnews/next-phase-for-quantum/
https://www.york.ac.uk/physics/news/%20departmentalnews/next-phase-for-quantum/
https://www.york.ac.uk/physics/news/%20departmentalnews/next-phase-for-quantum/
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Also, the University of York is home to the Green Chemistry Centre of 

Excellence (GCCE), world-leading academic facility for pioneering pure and 

applied green and sustainable chemical research through its technology 

platforms on microwave chemistry, alternative solvents, clean synthesis and 

bio-based mesoporous materials. The GCCE has developed in the last years 

strategic partnerships with global corporations and world-leading universities 

on the theme of Green Chemistry and Sustainable Developemnt. . 

Oxford University (with 45,000 students) is considered as the most 

prolific University innovator in Europe, and has produced more  technological 

innovations than any other higher education institution in Europe. Also, Oxford 

city is considered as one of the fastest growing cities in the UK. Oxford city 

has more than 5,000 businesses with 130,000 jobs. The city represents a 

unique set of clusters in big science, and research facilities including the 

world‘s largest health big data institute, which opened in May 2017, as well as 

Diamond Light Source, ISIS neutron & muon source, Medical Research 

Council facilities, at and Culham Centre for Fusion Energy. The University‘s 

Knowledge Exchange Strategy focuses on using Oxford‘s world-class 

research base, outstanding networks and strong convening power in the 

dynamic exchange of knowledge for social, cultural and economic benefit of 

the area. The University supports innovation-based engagement with the local 

community, and helps empower citizens in the city and the rest of the UK 

through innovations such as the Open Prescribing platform from its EBM 

(Evidence-Based Medicine) Datalab, which is creating open, innovative tools 

to help make science and healthcare data more accessible to all, as well as 

its open-to-all Enterprising Oxford portal to support entrepreneurs. The 

University is also home to the Zooniverse, the world‘s largest and most 

popular platform for people-powered research. The University of Oxford with 

over 10,000 staff and an ethos that each individual researcher or group 

should decide what they research, has taken an innovative approach to 

supporting those looking to engage with the university‘s diverse research and 

innovation community. In 2016 sett up the Research and Innovation 

Support Network with over 300 people in research support roles embedded 

in departments across the university, and co-ordinated by a central 

Knowledge Exchange and Impact Team to make it as possible for those 

https://www.york.ac.uk/chemistry/research/green/research/technologyplatforms/
https://www.york.ac.uk/chemistry/research/green/research/technologyplatforms/
https://www.york.ac.uk/chemistry/research/green/research/technologyplatforms/
https://innovation.ox.ac.uk/news/19665/
https://innovation.ox.ac.uk/news/19665/
https://innovation.ox.ac.uk/news/19665/
http://www.ox.ac.uk/news/2017-05-16-world%E2%80%99s-largest-health-big-data-institute-opens-oxford
http://www.diamond.ac.uk/Home.html
http://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/
https://www.har.mrc.ac.uk/
https://www.har.mrc.ac.uk/
https://www.har.mrc.ac.uk/
http://www.ccfe.ac.uk/
http://www.hefce.ac.uk/ke/kestrategies/oxford/
https://openprescribing.net/
https://ebmdatalab.net/
https://ebmdatalab.net/
http://www.eship.ox.ac.uk/
https://www.zooniverse.org/about
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interested in innovation to find the right contact within the organisation. 

Currently the university plans include the development of a new innovation 

district. Smart Oxford was launched in 2015 by the Oxford Strategic 

Partnership, with a wide range of local organisations including business, 

academic, not-for-profit and local government organisations.[Oxford Smart 

City, Innovative Oxford Expanding, 2017. https://www.oxfordsmartcity 

uk/oxblog/innovative-oxford-expanding/ ].  

University of Cambridge (UK) and cutting edge of technological 

companies. Cambridge University (UK) is formed from a variety of institutions 

which include 31 semi-autonomous constituent Colleges and over 100 

academic departments organised into six schools. In 2018, Cambridge had a 

total income of £1.965 billion, of which £515.5 million was from research 

grants and contracts. In 2018, Cambridge University and colleges together 

possessed a combined endowment of over £6.4 billion and overall 

consolidated assets of £12.2 billion. Cambridge University is the wealthiest 

university in the United Kingdom and is ranked the world's second best 

university by the Times Higher Education World University Rankings. 

Cambridge had 7.913 academic staff and 22.000 students (2018). Cambridge 

has extensive research laboratories and also has a research partnership with 

MIT in the USA (Cambridge–MIT Institute). 

The University of Cambridge has developed a reputation for spinning 

out high-tech startups, and thanks to its world-class science research and 

innovation programmes, the city is emerging as one of the top hubs for 

technological companies in the UK, and even Europe. Academics from the 

university have a long history of joining technological startups, while 

advancing innovative ideas in the academic laboratories. The University of 

Cambridge (UK) boasts the greatest numebr of Nobel Laureates (after 

Harvard University, USA) in the world, well-represented across the fields of 

physics, chemistry, and medicine. Also, the city of Cambridge is home to 

numerous highly specialized technological startups on the cutting edge of 

medical technology, biotechnology, semiconductors, and quantum computing. 

According to research by the Digital Economy Council, over 50% of 

Cambridge‘s population now works in the technology sector. [ https://www.eu-

startups.com/2019/08/10-cambridge-based-startups-to-look-out-for-in-2019-

https://www.oxford.gov.uk/oxsp/download/downloads/id/21/osp_vision_and_priorities_2013-18.pdf
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/oxsp/download/downloads/id/21/osp_vision_and_priorities_2013-18.pdf
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/oxsp/download/downloads/id/21/osp_vision_and_priorities_2013-18.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colleges_of_the_University_of_Cambridge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Times_Higher_Education_World_University_Rankings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambridge%E2%80%93MIT_Institute
https://www.itv.com/news/anglia/2019-06-12/over-half-of-cambridges-population-works-in-the-tech-sector/
https://www.eu-startups.com/2019/08/10-cambridge-based-startups-to-look-out-for-in-2019-and-beyond/
https://www.eu-startups.com/2019/08/10-cambridge-based-startups-to-look-out-for-in-2019-and-beyond/
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and-beyond/ ]. Reports showed that city of Cambridge (in cooperation with the 

university) had double the digital tech turnover per staff. The same report from 

2019 shows that Cambridge comes second (after London) for tecnological 

investment in the UK, with £583 million raised in 2018, and research by 

Global University Venturing found that the University of Cambridge raised the 

highest capital investment from its spinout companies amongst the world‘s 

universities.  

In 1970s the university established the Cambridge Science Park 

involving a cluster of 39 of high technology companies. Today, Cambridge is 

Europe's largest technology cluster. Around 61,000 people are employed by 

the more than 5,000 knowledge-intensive firms in the area, which have 

combined annual revenue of over £15.5 billion. The University is a major 

employer, technology provider, and a source of knowledge and skills in the 

region. In addition to the Science Park, the University and its Colleges helped 

the cluster to continue to grow, including St John‘s Innovation Centre, 

Peterhouse Technology Park, the Cambridge Judge Entrepreneurship Centre 

(including Accelerate Cambridge); and the idea Space Enterprise Accelerator. 

In 2017 the UK government endorsed the development of the Oxford-

Cambridge Arc, to facilitate growth, connectivity and affordable homes in one 

of the fastest-growing regions in the UK. In recognition of the unique 

contribution that the two leading universities make to this area the University 

of Cambridge became a co-founder of the ARC Universities Group in 2018, 

an alliance of 10 universities, large and small, who are collectively working to 

develop an economic vision for the area. In 2019 there were more than 4,500 

high-tech firms in wide Cambridge area, employing nearly 75,000 people, 

many of them commuters from other communities, according to Cambridge 

Network, a city business group. Microsoft Research Cambridge, Apple, 

Amazon Cambridge UK Development Centre, and Google established 

research and engineering hubs in Britain by acquiring companies that 

emerged from local universities, spending hundreds of millions of dollars. 

There are also homegrown companies, such as Darktrace (an Artificial 

Intelligenece cybersecurity company with a market value of $1.25 billion, and 

Raspberry Pi, which produces single-board computers at extremely low prices 

and which has sold 19 million of its computers worldwide. The thousand plus 

https://technation.io/report2019/#11-scaleup-investment
https://technation.io/report2019/#11-scaleup-investment
https://globaluniversityventuring.com/
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companies of Silicon Fen (named after Cambridge‘s Silicon Valley) bring in a 

total revenue of £14 billion every year.  

There are many companies specialising in Artificial Intelligence (AI) in 

Silicon Fen. Samsung is planning to open a new AI centre in Cambridge and 

companies such as Five AI, BenevolentAI and Prowler, Cambridge Computer 

Laboratory all based locally. The AI overlaps with medicine, biotechnology 

and pharmaceutical research in the area with focus at the University of 

Cambridge research facilities [https://www.oxford-royale.com/articles/silicon-

fen.html#aId=a99c8e44-48a8-4bc9-9a28-a0d9b685a1b7 ]. 

 

Figure 7. Artificial Intelligenece (AI) is a growth area in Silicon Fen 

(Cambridge, UK) and many international companies have moved their 
research laboratories to the Cambridge area. Cambridge‘s interest in AI 
has historic origins. In 1936, Alan Turing invented the Universal 
Computing Machine at Kings College, Cambridge. This set the 

principle for modern computers as we know them. He later went on to 
create a test for defining whether computers can ‗think‘ like humans – 
AKA the Turing Test. 
 

Also, Cambridge became very famous for the ARM Holdings. It is 

considered to be market dominant company for 90% of processors in mobile 

phones and tablet computers. The company is one of the best-known "Silicon 

Fen" companies. A global semiconductor and software design company. It 

was bought in 2016 by a big Japanese telecommunications company 

SoftBank Group (for $32 billion) but its headquarters will remain in 

Cambridgeshire  (United Kingdom). From 2005, ARM processors accounted 

for over 75% of all 32-bit embedded CPUs manufactured by Apple, Nokia, 

Sony, Samsung , etc., for most mobile phones, hand held computers, GPS 

navigation devices, digital cameras, TVs, etc. [ ARM Holdings on the Forbes 

https://www.oxford-royale.com/articles/silicon-fen.html#aId=a99c8e44-48a8-4bc9-9a28-a0d9b685a1b7
https://www.oxford-royale.com/articles/silicon-fen.html#aId=a99c8e44-48a8-4bc9-9a28-a0d9b685a1b7
http://www.computinghistory.org.uk/det/6028/In-1936-at-Cambridge-Alan-Turing-invented-the-principle-of-the-modern-computer/
http://www.computinghistory.org.uk/det/6028/In-1936-at-Cambridge-Alan-Turing-invented-the-principle-of-the-modern-computer/
http://www.computinghistory.org.uk/det/6028/In-1936-at-Cambridge-Alan-Turing-invented-the-principle-of-the-modern-computer/
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon_Fen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semiconductor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_software
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambridgeshire
https://www.forbes.com/companies/arm-holdings/
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World's Most Innovative Companies List" https://www.forbes.com/ 

companies/arm-holdings/#132b3f815df1 ].  

University of Manchester. The Univerfsity of Manchester (ranked 33rd 

world, 8th in Europe) is among the largest single-site universities in the UK, 

with one of the biggest student communities. Manchester had in the past a 

total of 25 Nobel Prize winners that have worked or studied in the university. 

According to Research Excellence Framework in 2014, 83% of university‘s 

research was ranked as 'world-leading' or 'internationally excellent' and a total 

research income of £390 million (2018-2019). Manchester university had 

26,000 (undergraduate students, 5,800 from overseas) 9,380 for postgraduate 

degrees and 4,000 postgraduate researchers. There are 12,800 staff of which 

4,510 academics and teaching staff. 

The University of Manchester intellectual property commercialisation 

spans more than 30 years, during which time it has generated more than 100 

spin-out companies. Since 2004, commercialisation activities have contributed 

more than £800 million of economic impact. Of this, £452 million has come 

from third-party investment in university‘s spin-out companies, and more than 

£348 million of gross value added from sales. The annual income of the 

university is around £1 billion (tuition fees, reasearch grants, funding body 

grants, etc). 

The University of Manchester established the Innovation Centre as a 

market leader in providing high quality state of the art biotechnology and 

highly technological facilities. The UMIC has mixed portfolio of high 

specification laboratories and office space suitable for a variety of purposes.  

The MUIC provides a vibrant supportive environment for tenant companies 

allowing them the freedom to concentrate on their core business 

development. The UMIC is the sister division to the University of 

Manchester Intellectual Property, which commercialises relevant university 

research results. The Manchester Incubator Building (MIB) is a state-of-the-

art biotechnology research and development centre combining the latest in 

laboratory facilities with an excellent infrastructure. The MIB provides 

resources for commercially and academically supportive companies, for 

biotech start-ups, R&D satellites from pharmaceutical companies and service 

based companies.[ https://www.umic.co.uk/manchester-incubator-building/ ]. 

https://www.forbes.com/%20companies/arm-holdings/#132b3f815df1
https://www.forbes.com/%20companies/arm-holdings/#132b3f815df1
https://www.forbes.com/%20companies/arm-holdings/#132b3f815df1
https://www.umic.co.uk/manchester-incubator-building/
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The Manchester Institute of Innovation Research (MIIR) is a centre 

of excellence in the field of innovation studies, building on a 50-year tradition 

of innovation and science studies in Manchester. The Institute comprises of a 

group of internationally renowned scholars and experts, and supports a broad 

expertise across a range of academic disciplines. With more than 50 full 

members, approximately 50 PhD researchers, and a range of associated 

academics, is Europe‘s largest, and one of the world‘s leading research 

centres in this field. MIIR is at the heart of innovation-related research and 

also forms one of the largest components in the University of Manchester 

Research Institute (UMRI). [https://www.linkedin.com/company/manchester-

institute-of-innovation-research ]. 

The University of Manchester has established the National Graphene 

Institute (NGI) with facilities enable academics and their industrial partners to 

work side-by-side on new and exciting applications of Graphene. Graphene is 

a crystalline allotrope of carbon with 2-dimensional properties. Graphene has 

superior strength, flexibility, electrical conductivity and can be used for high 

technologicval applications. For the discovery of graphene Professors of the 

Universiy of Manchester Andre Geim and Kostya Novoselov were awarded 

the 2010 Nobel Prize in Physics "for groundbreaking experiments regarding 

the two-dimensional material graphene". The University of Manchester 

established National Graphene Institute (NGI) and the building opened in 

2015. The NGI is equipped with 1,500m² of class 100 and 1000 cleanrooms - 

which have an atmosphere more than a million times purer than air - and the 

latest technology for nanoscale and characterisation projects. Collaboration is 

key at the National Graphene Institute. Over 80 companies are already 

partnered with The University of Manchester, working on graphene 

applications. Funding for the NGI includes £38m from the UK Government, as 

part of £50m allocated for graphene research. The remaining £23m was 

awarded to the University by the European Regional Development Fund 

(ERDF). [https://www.graphene.manchester.ac.uk/about/ngi/ ].  

Also, Manchester established the Henry Royce Institute as a world-

leading centre for advanced materials research and commercialisation. The 

institute will allow the UK to grow its world-leading research and innovation 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/manchester-institute-of-innovation-research
https://www.linkedin.com/company/manchester-institute-of-innovation-research
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allotrope
https://www.graphene.manchester.ac.uk/about/ngi/
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base in the advanced materials, science and technology, that underpins all 

industrial sectors. 

 

Figure 8. The University of Manchester opened in 2015 the world-class 
research institute (£61m), National Graphene Institute to develop Graphene 
the world‘s thinnest and strongest material which is almost completely 
transparent and is an excellent conductor of electricity. Over 80 private 
companies are already partnered with the University of Manchester and NGI, 
working on graphene applications. 

 

Support of student start-ups by UK universities. United Kingdom is one of 

the most entrepreneurial countries in Europe. From the sole market trader to 

cutting-edge tech start-ups, success stories can be found in every industry. 

Research revealed a disjointed picture of funding and support across 

Britain‘s universities, with Oxford and Cambridge having a natural advantage 

in talent and external funding. Most university for the last decade offer 

workshops to help students get inspired to become entrepreneurs, the 

support for them to start their own business, 

University Incubators is called space provided by the higher 

institutions to support the development and growth of student-led 

businesses. This can be done by providing office space, laboratories and 

meeting or small lecture room space, and helping students with community 

contacts. Research found that 50% of British universities offer some form of 

incubator space. For example, the University of Liverpool, offer equivalent 

entrepreneurship centres more specifically for research-led ventures, while 

the University of Sussex was the first to offer such support for businesses, 

launching in 1996. However, we found that while many universities provide 

incubator facilities, many also fail to provide significant funding to support 

https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/management/research/centres/entrepreneurship/
https://www.sinc.co.uk/
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innovation. We found that nearly 40% of incubators have received less than 

£1,000 over the last five years and just 37% of colleges invest more than 

£100,000. Where institutions choose to invest, they invest heavily. Seven 

universities put more than £1m into their incubators and one, the Royal 

Agricultural University has spent £5m on their facilities. With help from the 

EU‘s common agricultural fund, their incubator aims to nurture the next 

generation of high-tech farming businesses. The University of Essex, for 

example, have offered more than 100 such schemes specifically related to 

entrepreneurship – the most of any institution. The University of Leeds 

have dedicated a section of their careers service to entrepreneurship, which 

offers advice, support and access to Leeds-run workshops and scholarships. 

The University of Glasgow runs a ‗startup factory‘ where teams of students 

pitch their business ideas to a panel of experts with the winner receiving 

£1000 in startup funding. The University of Nottingham was the only place 

to offer more than £500,000 in grants over the last five years, thanks to their 

Ingenuity Programme. However, many of these universities, including 

Nottingham offer grants partly or entirely with external funding from local 

businesses, philanthropists and trusts. 

[TIDE. Are universities supporting the next generation of student startups? 

13.12.2019. https://www.tide.co/blog/tide-update/student-startups/ ]. 

German universites, excellence and disruptive technologies 

 

Germany boasts some of the world's leading universites and scientific 

institutions. However, excellence alone does not equate to innovation. Two 

major areas have been identified where changes are needed to improve the 

national innovation climate. First, Germans have a tendency towards risk 

aversion which is a major factor holding Germany back from developing its full 

potential in the field of disruptive innovation and taking advantage of its 

population of bright scientific minds. Second, Germany supports some leading 

technological giants which direct the basic handling of technology, and 

Germany continues to be skeptical about new, disruptive technologies and the 

culture that has the courage to experiment outside its comfort zone. 

https://www.rau.ac.uk/about/farms/farm491-make-it-grow
https://www.rau.ac.uk/about/farms/farm491-make-it-grow
https://www.rau.ac.uk/about/farms/farm491-make-it-grow
http://careerweb.leeds.ac.uk/spark
https://www.gla.ac.uk/myglasgow/news/peopleprojects/headline_627357_en.html
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/business/businesscentres/hgi/ingenuity/index.aspx
https://www.tide.co/blog/tide-update/student-startups/
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Recentlly Germany has made a decisive step with its Excellence 

Initiative (2017) to sustainably strengthen top-level research. The Excellence 

Initiative of the German Council of Science and Humanities and the German 

Research Foundation aims to promote cutting-edge research and to create 

outstanding conditions for young scholars at universities, to strengthen 

international cooperation and to enhance the international appeal of excellent 

German universities. More than 30 universities received funding to establish 

more than 40 research schools for young scientists and PhD candidates, 

which will receive €1 million each per year. Also, €6.5 million each to create 

30 Clusters connecting universities with leading German research institutes 

and businesses. Also, selection of 11 Universities of Excellence, which will be 

funded to promote institutional strategies and top-level university research. 

Altogether €2.7 billion (€1.9 billion for 2007–2012) of additional funds will be 

distributed over the coming 5 years from the federal governments. 

The 11 universities that were chosen, among them five new winners: 

HU Berlin, University of Bremen, University of Cologne, TU Dresden, 

University of Tübingen,  and six title holders: RWTH Aachen, FU Berlin, 

Heidelberg University, University of Konstanz, LMU Munich, and Technical 

University of Munich. These universities are referred to by the media as "elite 

universities" 

Elsevier 27.4.2017. https://www.elsevier.com/connect/germany-is-a-driver-of-

research-lets-keep-it-that-way ]. 

Germany’s Higher Education System is characterized by high 

standards of learning and advanced research. Germany has 120 universities 

(Universitäten) and 220 universities of applied sciences 

(Fachhochschulen/Hochschulen für angewandte Wissenschaften). [Higher 

education & Research in Germany https://www.research-in-germany.org/en 

/research-landscape/research-organisations/universities.html]. German 

universities have 395,000 academic staff and around 2.8 million students 

including 375,000 international students (13%). Gross domestic expenditure 

on research and development was 16.6 billion euros (2016). German 

universities have ~5,000 international PhD students every year, and approx. 

46,500 international academics work in German higher education. Universities 

offer a broad spectrum of research activities, with more than 400,000 

http://www.dfg.de/en/research_funding/programmes/excellence_initiative
http://www.dfg.de/en/research_funding/programmes/excellence_initiative
http://www.dfg.de/en/research_funding/programmes/excellence_initiative
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researchers in R&D at higher education institutions and university hospitals of 

which 50% comes from third-party funding, the most important publicly funded 

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft  (German Research Foundation, DFG). 

The Federal Government and the German states are also important providers 

of third-party funding (2.1 billion euros), followed by industry with 1.5 billion 

euros (2016). 

The German economy for many decades after the 1950s was primarily 

defined by large corporations and thriving small and medium-sized 

enterprises. Since about 2005 a second strand has started to emerge creating 

innovations and new jobs. These were startups and innovative firms in the 

digital sector, artificial intelligence, software and disruptive technologies in 

cooperation with universities and research institutes. This start-up activity is 

playing an important role in Germany‘s economic development: According to 

estimates there are currently around 6,000 startups in Germany. Since 2012 

alone they have accounted for some 80,000 new jobs. In 2015, €3.1 billion 

euros were invested in German start-ups, almost five times as much as in 

2013. Most of the money went into the consumer services sector and online 

trading. What are known as FinTechs, i.e., startups for financial and insurance 

service providers, came second. These online platforms are increasingly 

competing with the traditional banks and insurance companies. 

[FACTS ABOUT GERMANY. https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/ 
en/chapter/business-innovation/innovative-start-ups ]. 

 

Berlin, Europe’s hotspot for innovative technologies. Berlin has 

a special pull for start-up entrepreneurs in the creative digital artificial 

intelligence, automotive industry and the technology sector. With almost 34% 

of Berlin‘s workforce from other countries, Berlin start-ups are the most 

international in the country. Berlin (3.7 million inhabitants, 2018) has key 

advantages, it has some good higher education institutes and the city provide 

good transport and cheap housing and rents. Berlin has Freie University of 

Berlin, Humbolt University of Berlin, Berlin Institute of Technology, HTW Berlin 

University of Applied Science, Beuth University of Applied Science, etc. 

 In 2015, 2.1 billion euros alone of venture capital investments in 

Germany were ploughed into the Berlin start-up scene. That makes the 

https://www.research-in-germany.org/en/research-funding/funding-organisations/deutsche-forschungsgemeinschaft-(dfg).html
https://www.deutschland.de/en/topic/business/success-for-berlin-start-ups
https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/%20en/chapter/business-innovation/innovative-start-ups
https://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/%20en/chapter/business-innovation/innovative-start-ups
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German capital Europe‘s start-up capital (London comes in second with 1.7 

billion euros worth of investments, followed by Stockholm and Paris). Munich, 

Hamburg, Cologne, Düsseldorf, Stuttgart and Frankfurt am Main are also 

successful (biggest grossing) startup cities in Germany. Most of the 

researchers in Germany are highly educated, multicultural, multinational 

workforce whose second language is English. The big cities in Germany 

provide a top-notch infrastructure (universities, research institutes, 

transportation, social services internet, telecommunications, housing) 

combined with local government incentives for business. Digital Companies 

like Zalando, SoundCloud, Freighthub and Penta are representatives of the 

German success in this field. 

[ EU- Start-Ups, 2019. https://www.eu-startups.com/2019/11/the-5-best-
countries-in-the-europe-for-founders-and-startups/ ]. 

Frankfurt University, Frankfurt is a metropolis and the largest city of 

the German federal state of Hesse, with 746,878 (2017) inhabitants. Frankfurt 

startup ecosystem value of about $1.5 billion, Frankfurt is seeing success in 

sub-sectors like Fintech and Cybersecurity. The report Global Startup 

Ecosystem places Frankfurt in the top 25 for global ecosystems in Fintech. 

Frankfurt is home for the European Central Bank, Frankfurt Stock Exchange, 

and 85 other multinational banking headquarters, each looking to introduce 

innovative products and disruptive ideas. Because of increasing demand for 

innovation in these areas, many German banks and companies have created 

their own Fintech and other startup programs in Frankfurt.  In 2019 Frankfurt 

was one of the top 20 global ecosystem for Knowledge, with talent coming in 

from top universities like Technische Universität Darmstadt (TUD) and Goethe 

University. With over 3,300 investors in Frankfurt, ensuring startup resources 

are plentiful. On average, early-stage funding for Frankfurt startups totals 

$314,000, exceeding the global average of $284,000. The Frankfurt startup 

ecosystem consists of a supportive community with 32 incubators, 24 

coworking spaces, and 10 accelerators. The area has a high density of smart 

brains with more than 25 of institutions of higher education and more than 

200.000 enrolled students. This includes: Renown art schools like 

Staedelschule and Technical universities like TU Darmstadt and  institutions 

like the University of Mainz with intense research activities.  

https://www.eu-startups.com/2019/11/the-5-best-countries-in-the-europe-for-founders-and-startups/
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[Startup Genome, 27.6.2019. Frankfurt‘s Startup Ecosystem Prospers with 
Fintech and Cybersecurity, https://startupgenome.com/blog/frankfurt-startup-
ecosystem]. 
 
Technische Universitӓt München (TUM). TUM is a research university with 

campuses in Munich, Garching and Freising-Weihenstephan. It is a member 

of TU9 (nine Technical universities), an incorporated society of the largest and 

most notable German institutes of technology. TUM's alumni include 17 Nobel 

laureates, Together with UnternehmerTUM, the Center for Business Creation 

and Innovation at TUM provides support to promising start-ups by offering its 

expertise. The Technical University of Munich is one of the most research-

focused universities in Germany and Europe. Through collaboration with 

business and industry, TUM provided important contributions to Bavaria's 

development from an agricultural land to a center of high-level technology. 

More than 30 percent of TUM‘s third party funding stems from third party 

sources such as these. Approximately 600 new research collaborations occur 

annually. [https://blogrecherche.wp.imt.fr/en/2018/04/23/franco-german-

academy-companies/ ].  

 [*TU9: RWTH Aachen, TU Berlin, TU Braunschweig, TU Darmstadt, TU 

Dresden, Leibniz University Hannover, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, TU 

München, University of Stuttgart. According to the research report 2018 of the 

German Research Foundation (DFG), TU9 universities are among the 

universities with the highest third-party funding in Germany (21%) of all DFG 

grants across all scientific disciplines). The TU Dresden received the highest 

number of DFG grants (electrical engineering), the TU Darmstadt (computer 

science) and the RWTH Aachen (mechanical engineering).  

 

China and India higher education and innovative research 

 

 Higher education in China centers on a system of 2,000 universities 

and colleges, with more than six million students. The number of graduates 

from Chinese higher educational institutions increased from 1 million per year 

in 2000 to 7 million per year in 2010. The Chinese government formed an 

official alliance of 9 elite (the C9 League as China's Ivy League) and 
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prestigious universities in mainland China, initiated by the Chinese Central 

Government (Project 985) to promote the development and reputation of 

Higher education in China. Although they account for 3% of the country's 

researchers, the 9 universites receive 10% of national research expenditures.  

[*Fudan University, Harbin Institute of Technology, Nanjing University, Peking 

University, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Tsinghua University, University of 

Science and Technology of China, Xi'an Jiaotong University, and Zhejiang 

University]. In the last decades the best Chinese students often went abroad 

for advanced studies, and the vast majority decided to remain and work  

abroad after their studies. 

For years, China has been encouraging scientists to study abroad and 

then bring their expertise home. But contrary to the common perception that 

such experience further careers, a study finds that returnees take longer than 

their peers who remained in China to obtain one of the country‘s highest 

scientific honours. Of the approximately 1,500 Chinese nationals awarded a 

Changjiang Scholarship in the sciences between 1999 and 2015, those who 

received a PhD at a foreign university had held their doctorate for 25% longer 

— about 2.3 years — than those recipients who did not earn a PhD overseas 

when they won the scholarship, reports a study led. 

[Chinese academics who work abroad are slower to win major honour. Local 

networks help researchers obtain a prestigious Changjiang scholarship faster. 

Nature 577:302-303, 2020]. 

The Chinese government decided reverse the trend, to built the 

prestige of China's university system, by attracting succesful overseas 

Chinese scientists (especially from USA) and other top foreign-born talented 

researchers with high salaries, positions in research groups and 

professorships in prestigious universities. In 2008 the Chinese government 

established The Thousand Talents program targeting Chinese citizens who 

were educated in elite rsdearch universities overseas and who have been 

successful as entrepreneurs, professionals, and researchers, and a small 

number of elite foreign-born experts with skills that are critical to China's 

international competitiveness in science and innovation. In 10 years (2008-

2018) the Thousand Talents Programme has attracted more than 7,000 

scientists overall. In 2019, it was named National High-end Foreign Expert 
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Recruitment Plan [http://chinainnovationfunding.eu/project/2019-high-end-

foreign-experts-recruitment-plan/ ]. All successful applicants can expect a 1 

million yuan (US$151,000) starting bonus, and the opportunity to apply for a 

research fund of 3–5 million yuan. Foreign scientists receive additional 
incentives (accommodation subsidies, meal allowances, relocation 

compensation, subsidized education cost). Employers are also obliged to find 

jobs for foreign spouses, or provide an equivalent local salary. In addition, the 

Thousand Youth Talents Plan targets foreign and ex-pat Chinese scientists 

under the age of 40 — unlike the main Thousand Talents Plan, Chinese 

returnees receive the same benefits as foreign recruits under the Thousand 

Youth Talents Plan. [Nature, 17.1.2018, China‘s plan to recruit talented 

researchers, https://www.nature.com/articles/ d41586-018-00538-z ].  

Research & Development (R&D) spending in China in 2017 increased 

substantially to US$259 billion, or 2.12% of China‘s rapidly expanding Gross  

Domestic Product (GDP) compared to 2.74% of GDP spent on R&D in the 

United States. China‘s post-Mao leaders followed in the footsteps of East 

Asian predecessors, like Japan, Korea,Taiwan, embracing state activism, 

industrial policies, and mercantilism. China‘s made a critical decision to 

welcome foreign investment (unlike Japan and Korea) at the very start of 

Deng Xiaoping‘s growth push. China decided to have domestic economic 

reforms with foreign investment and acquiring foreign technology. China 

opened its borders, investors from Hong Kong and elsewhere in Asia began 

manufacturing operations in Shenzhen, which allowed the region to make 

very rapid gains in exports. Although China initiated reforms in agriculture and 

township and village enterprise, foreign-assisted export sector was key. In the 

last decades China acclelerated economic growth and move workers from 

farms to factories, dramatically increasing productivity. China adapted foreign 

technologies to local needs and Chinese companies did not try to compete 

with Western companies at the cutting edge of technology; instead, they 

specialized in products that are ―one step behind.‖They focus on process 

improvements that make them more efficient partners in multinational 

production or allow them to produce lower-cost versions of goods that are 

more suitable for markets in China and other emerging-market countries. 
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[Brent RS. Disruptive innovation in America and China. American Affairs, 
3(4):29-42, 2019 https://americanaffairsjournal.org/ 2019/11/disruptive-
innovation-in-america-and-china/]. Gewirtz JB. Unlikely Partners: Chinese 
Reformers, Western Economists, and the Making of Global China, Harvard 
University Press, Cambridge, US, 2017]. 
 

In the last years China has become a land of unicorns, home to at least 

70 biggest innovative startup companies valued at $1 billion or more. These 

unicorns are concentrated in 4 Chinese cities: Beijing, Shanghai, Hangzhou 

and Shenzhen aiming to promore artificial intelligence, digital financial 

technology or innovative lifestyle services. These startups go public, they are 

expected to attract enormous sums of money, reaching millions of customers, 

and disrupting conventional industries. Chinese technology giants like Alibaba 

Group Holding, Tencent Holdings and Baidu are increasingly acquiring 

startups, which allows investors and venture capitalists to take profits at that 

stage. E-commerce company Pinduoduo, electric-vehicle maker Nio; and 

video-sharing website operator Bilibili have all chosen to list in the U.S. this 

year. As a result, corporate and individual investors in Chinese startups are 

not too concerned by the turmoil in mainland China stock markets. Beijing has 

34 unicorns focusin on cutting-edge technologies (Didi Chuxing, ByteDance), 

Shanghai has 16 unicorns (mainly fintech and lifestyre startups (Lufax, Ele, 

me), Hanghou has 14 unicorns (Ant Financial, AliCloud), and Shenzhen 6 

unicorns mainly manufacturing (DJI, UBTTech Robotics). Also, there are more 

than 16,000 new innovatiove businesses emerging in China every day, 

according to one estimate. Beijing has the most unicorns by far, with 34, and 

much of the activity is centered in Zhongguancun, a district commonly 

referred to as China's Silicon Valley. The capital has some prominent 

universities, such as Peking University and Tsinghua University, as well as 

the headquarters of national research institutions like the Chinese Academy of 

Sciences, the  personal computer manufacturer Lenovo Group, search engine 

company Baidu and smartphone maker Xiaomi. The city of Hangzhou, about 

(175 km from Shanghai), is e-commerce central. The giant Alibaba Group 

Holding is based there with around 80,000 employees). 

Hangzhou (6 million population, 15 univerties, 200,000 students), 

coined ‗China‘s Silicon Valley‘, Hangzhou is the nation‘s new technology and 

digital innovation hub, has 15 universities and some of them very high on the 
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list of Chinese universities of excellence (Zhejiang University, Zhejiang 

University of Technolgy, Hangszhou Normal University, Zhejiang International 

Studies University, Zhejiang Chinese Medical University, etc).  

[Nikkey Asian Revew. Billion-dollar tech startups hold promise for China‘s 
economy, 9.11.2018 https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Startups-in-Asia/Billion-
dollar-tech-startups-hold-promise-for-China-s-economy ].  
 

Higher education in India.  

After USA and China, India has the third largest higher education 

system in the world. A survey in 2019 found that India, has a total of 993 

universities, of which 46 are central universities, 689 state universities, 124 

deemed universities (deemed-to-be universities accreditation awarded by 

higher education authorities conferring the status), 15 open universities and 

132 other universities. India also has 75 prestigious research institutes and 

top universities, such as Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs), Indian Institute 

of Engineering Science and Technology, National Institutes of Technology, 

Indian Institute of Science, Indian Institute of Science Education and 

Research, University of Delhi, Indian Institutes of Management, University of 

Calcutta and Jawaharlal Nehru University, that have been globally acclaimed 

for their standard of education and high standards of research projects for 

innovation. The student population of universities and more than 35,000 

affiliated colleges enrolling more than 20 million students, Indian higher 

education is a large and complex system. The Indian University Grants 

Commission estimated that in 2013–14, 22,849 PhDs and 20,425 MPhil 

degrees were awarded. Over 50% of these were in the fields of Science, 

Engineering/Technology, Medicine and Agriculture and in the years 2014–15, 

over 178,000 students were enrolled in research programs.  

There are various estimates of Indian graduates from university and 

colleges every year. In 2016-2017 it was estimated at 2-2.5 million of which 

350,000 were engineer graduates. In 2016 India had 81,300 male students 

and 79.200 female students who graduated for computer science 

engineeringfrom Indian universities. 

The market for electronics in India is huge and is expected to reach 

$400 billion by 2022. Much of this growing market has been stimulated by 

disruptive technologies like IoT, robotics, industrial and office automation, and 
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analytics which are being adopted in a big way across industries. The IoT 

connects billions of electronic things like sensors, cameras, monitors, 

computers, phones, etc., all of which generate, exchange and consume data 

almost constantly. All this data needs to stored, managed and intelligently 

processed. Another area in India, with high demand is for electronics is 

automatio in industry to add technological efficienciy and cut costs. Even cars 

today are highly connected and pack a great deal of computing power, 

especially with the newer models that come equipped with advanced safety 

and driver-assistance systems.  

Electronics and hardware manufacturers in India are actively working 

to expand their manufacturing base in order to cater to the growing domestic 

demand, as well as serve other regions in the Middle East, Africa and South 

Asia. According to a report by ASSOCHAM and EY, the industry is expected 

to cross $112 billion in 2018. The market for electronics in India is huge and is 

expected to reach $400 billion by 2022. To capitalise on the promising 

potential, the government and the industry are working together to build up a 

supportive ecosystem that can nurture and grow the Indian electronics 

industry. Governmental reforms to ease the process of doing business 

coupled with the Make in India initiative to encourage the domestic 

manufacturing units are providing the impetus for the industry to invest and 

grow. Foreign Direct Investment in electronics manufacturing in India grew 

exponentially from $1.64 billion in 2014 to $18.34 billion in 2016. In the last 

few years, several hundred hardware startups have been established while 

more established global players are looking to expand their manufacturing 

and corporate presence in India. 

[17.9.2018. ANALYTICS INDIA https://analyticsindiamag.com/disruptive-

technologies-are-definitely-boosting-the-indian-electronics-industry/ ]. 

India is very interested in developing in the next few years Quantum 

technology. The government provided in India‘s latest budge (2018), 80 billion 

rupees (US$1.12 billion) over five years as part of a new national quantum 

mission. In 2018, the USA invested US$1.2 billion over five years in a national 

quantum initiative, and in 2016, Europe pledged US$1.13 billion for quantum 

technologies. India‘s Department of Science has a national mission on 

Quantum Technologies and Applications, which is collaborating with 
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institutions and companies to build homegrown capablity in quantum 

technologies. In 2020 the government in its budget has announced a National 

Mission on Quantum Technologies & Applications (NM-QTA) with a total 

budget outlay of Rs 8,000 Crore (one crore equals 10 million rupees) for a 

period of five years to be implemented by the Department of Science & 

Technology (DST). Finance Minister Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman in Union 

Budget 2020 speech said that the new economy is based on innovations that 

disrupt established business models. Artificial intelligence, Internet-of-Things 

(IoT), 3D printing, drones, DNA data storage, quantum computing, etc., are 

re-writing the world economic order. [Ministry of Science and Technology, 

India, https://dst.gov.in/budget-2020-announces-rs-8000-cr-national-mission-

quantum-technologies-applications ]. 

France, universities, disruptive trechnologies 

In 2017 the French President Emmanuel Macron has called for the 

creation of a new European Union funding agency for disruptive innovation, to 

encourage the emergence of "champions" in digital technology in Eurtope 

(25.9.2017, Paris Sorbonne University). He explained the need for the new 

innovation agency to make Europe a champion in digital, artificial intelligence 

and biotech fields. If we can do this, we will become a global reference model. 

[https://sciencebusiness.net/news/macron-wants-set-eu-agency-disruptive-

innovation ].  

Young academics in France, like in USA and Great Britain, want to start 

their startups than wotk in private enterptises or as civil servants for the French 

state. Surveys showed that 50% of French youth aged 18-24, and 70% of 

students at the École Polytechnique, France‘s flagship technical university, 

want to go work for startups rather than enterprises, and their ambitions are 

not only for France but also European or global. The raw engineering talent at 

the École Polytechnique is equivalent that at Stanford USA in total numbers. 

There were more than 700 VC (Venture Capital) investments in French 

tech companies last year (2017), which rivals the UK, and more than 50 had 

American VC involvement. Also, the French government wanted startups to 

make their big enterprises better and more competitive, rather than wanting 
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startups to become their big enterprises. President Macron sees the world‘s 

five most valuable companies (Google, Amazon, Microsoft, Apple, Facebook), 

all technology companies on the West Coast of America, and thinks France 

needs one of those.  

[Techcrunch 15/7/2018, https://techcrunch.com/2018/07/15/liberty-equality-
technology-france-is-finally-poised-to-become-a-tech-power/ ] 
  

French universities have come a long way in the last 10 years. At the 

time, there weren't many entrepreneurial programmes, only a few schools had 

incubators of innovations and dedicated staff to help young enterpreuners. 

Now all Frence universities have incubators and entrepreneurship 

programmes. Sciences Po University in France now have a course on 

Entrepreneurs and offers a dedicated course to entrepreneurship, and 

available to students from the undergraduate level upwards. Through courses, 

seminars and workshops, the programme helps students to understand the 

issues, and to harness the necessary tools to turn an idea into a business. 

Sciences Po University (Paris, founded 150 years ago) is a research 

university in the social sciences, internationally recognised for the quality of its 

scientific output. Developed with a strong focus on society, research 

conducted at Sciences Po enriches public debate. 

[https://www.sciencespo.fr/en/life-sciences-po/start-business ].  

A melting-pot of cutting-edge technological innovations, VivaTech 

("VivaTechnology remains the go-to annual event which brings together the 

Paris, French and European digital technology scene with 8,000 start-ups in 

2018) highlights the proliferation of disruptive innovations that are set to 

revolutionise future ways of human life. In an increasingly digital world, use of 

artificial intelligence and exploitation of big data and robotics are enabling 

development of digital technologies across all areas of activity, including 

home automation, such means of communication as telephony, office 

automation, businesses, modes of transport, healthcare, environment, food 

supply and agricultural production. An unparalleled showcase for innovation 

and a hive of ideas, the fair also provides numerous French startups with 

opportunities to gain new markets. According to the French Digital Agency's 

Activity Report for 2015-2016, 9,400 startups were identified in France over 

the period, 35% of them in the Paris region. Between 2012 and 2015, there 
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was a 30% annual average increase in numbers of startups created. 

[https://www.fondationorange.com/4-Solidarity-FabLabs-participate-in-the-

biggest-European-innovation-exhibition ].  

At its Paris Innovation Campus, Air Liquide in 2019 has invested in an 

innovative, high energy performance, bioclimatic building that is in alignment 

with the Group‘s sustainable development approach. The Paris R&D center 

promotes clean energy sources such as biomethane and solar (including 300 

square meters of photovoltaic panels). A hydrogen-powered fuel cell meets 

most of the building‘s heating, cooling and electricity needs. 

[AIR LIQUIDE. https://www.airliquide.com/magazine/open-innovation/paris-

innovation-campus-open-innovation-ecosystems ]. 

In January 2018 the French Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire detailed 

the funding of a $13 billion investment fund to finance disruptive technology 

innovations in France, which was first announced in 2017. The Joint 

European Disruptive Initiative (JEDI), forerunner of the European disruptive 

innovation agency, is very pleased with the launch of the Innovation and 

Industry Fund announced last week in France by the Minister of the Economy 

M. Bruno Le Maire along with the Minister of Higher Education, Research and 

Innovation Mrs Frédérique Vidal . [https://jedi.group/french-innovation-fund/]. 

JEDI administrators were enthousiastic that the French government 

announced a challenging approach to initiative disruptive technoloies 

proposed by JEDI. The first two technological challenges announced was a) 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and b) in Healthcare and reliability of systems using 

AI – both fall within the scopes of JEDI‘s expertise and action plan, which 

sees technology as a response to the challenges of our time (climate change, 

healthcare, human-centric digital transformation, new frontiers). 

 

South Korea, universities, disruptive technologies 

 

South Korea (51 million in 2019) has 43 national and 180 private 

universities. In 2018 there were approximately 2.03 million students enrolled 

in universities of which 83,842 were foreign students from 171 countries. The 

10 top universities in South Korea are KAIST (Korea Advanced Institute of 
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Science and Technology), Seoul National University, Korea University, 

Sungkyunkwan University, Yosei University, Pohang University of Science 

and Technology, Hanyang University, Kyung Hee University, Ewha Womans 

University, and Sogang University.   

South Korea was ranked among the top of innovative countries in 

various Innovation Index lists (with other countries, such as Switzerland, 

Sweden, USA, UK, Finland, Denmark, Germany, Israel, etc). In 2019 the 

Bloomberg‘s Innovation Index put South Korea No. 1, based on seven 

different criteria (e.g. the amount of money spent on R&D as a % of GDP, 

manufacturing levels, etc). [The Genious Works 1.4.2019. 

https://www.thegeniusworks.com/2019/04/gamechangers-south-korea-

disruptive-innovators-like-toss-are-transforming-the-market/].  

The South Korean universities also are at the top of the list in Asia. 

There are 5 universities in S. Korea featuring in the top 10 of the Times 

Higher Education (THE) University Impact Rankings list. The Yonsei 

University‘s Seoul claiming the number one spot. Also, The South Korea 

received the highest average score in the table (92.4 out of 100). South Korea 

universities have some of the most advance institutions‘ research on industry 

and innovation, and the number of patents. For example, Yonsei University 

has 362 spin-offs, while the University of Tokyo has 209. The South Korea 

government has consistently emphasised industry-university-institute 

collaboration as a driving force for innovation growth in response to rapid 

social changes. Meanwhile, more than 80% per cent of universities in Korea 

have their own ―industry-university-institute collaboration centres‖ and actively 

hire faculty members responsible for this area by organising in-house 

evaluation committees to continually monitor and improve industry-university-

institute collaboration areas such as education, infrastructure, businesses, 

and community support. South Korea‘s Hanyang University has introduced 

problem-based learning programmes and management consulting projects for 

students to help meet the needs of industry. More than 70% per cent of 

Korean universities, have introduced startup related courses to promote 

students‘ entrepreneurship. Korea Advanced Institute of Science and 

Technology (KAIST) (ranked 4th in the table of universities in innovation and 

infrastructure), has 65 university spin-offs, while its Startup KAIST Initiative 
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provides workspaces, training and practical programmes to help students 

launch their own businesses. The well known South Korean company LG 

Electronics launched in 2019 a new collaboration with KAIST to take the lead 

in the 6G communications market. 

[THE, 26.6.2019, https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/south-korean-

campuses-lead-world-innovation-and-industry-ties]. 

South Korea is known for being home to huge tech companies such as 

Samsung, LG and Hyundai, but also a vibrant home for startups and 

disruptive technologies. The most recent data by the Organization for 

Economic Development & Cooperation (OECD) showed that Korea ranked 

No. 1 in the world in terms of its ratio of R&D spending to GDP. The Korean 

government and private investment activities support a massive Korean 

startup ecosystem which is emerging as one of the world's most promising. 

The total venture capital investment amount in 2018 was almost US $3 billion. 

This capital invested during 2018 supported 1,399 companies & startups, 

where 50% of these companies are from the Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) and biotechnology industries [https://www.koisra.co.kr/ 

korea-market-insights/innovations-technologies-startups-in-korea/ ].  

 

Conclusions: Disruptive technologies and universities 

Advances in digital revolution, the explosion of artificial intelligence 

(AI), automation and robotics applications, have transformed everyday life, the 

global economy and brought new challenges to the social landscape. But 

some of them, called ―Disruptive Technologies‖ are scientific innovations that 

have the potential when applied to alter the way consumers, industries, or 

businesses operate. Not every emerging disruptive technology has the 

potential to disrupt the status quo. It is therefore critical that business and 

policy leaders understand which technologies will matter to them and prepare 

accordingly. In the last decade universities expanded social networks to 

enhance teaching and learning experiences in higher learning institutions with 

subjects influenced by very promising technological breakthroughs disruptive 

innovations. Some technological experts predicted by an in-depth analysis 

that applications of these disruptive technologies could have a potential 

https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/south-korean-campuses-lead-world-innovation-and-industry-ties
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/south-korean-campuses-lead-world-innovation-and-industry-ties
https://data.oecd.org/rd/gross-domestic-spending-on-r-d.htm
https://www.koisra.co.kr/%20korea-market-insights/innovations-technologies-startups-in-korea/
https://www.koisra.co.kr/%20korea-market-insights/innovations-technologies-startups-in-korea/
https://www.koisra.co.kr/%20korea-market-insights/innovations-technologies-startups-in-korea/
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economic impact up to 30 trillion by the year 2025, including the consumer 

surplus that arises from better products, lower prices, a cleaner environment, 

and better health. Some of the most promissing disruptive technologies such 

as: Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), 3D Printing , Blockchain, 

High Speed Travel, Robotics, Autonomous vehicles, Advanced virtual reality, 

Renewable energy,Digital commerce, Quantum computing , Web-basesd 

video, Drone logistics, Skype translator, Floating farms, Online retail, 

Disruptive innovations in medical care and treatment.  

Universities in developed countries are adapting their educational 

programmes to the challenges of disruptive technoilogies. Academic 

programmes are formatted in such a way to embrace new ways of learning. 

Students should have meaningful opportunities to do real work for real 

purposes and promote future business schemes as part of their educational 

experience. Students should earn by doing and learning should connect 

theory with practice. But the most important is for graduates to expant their 

ideas with new software and hardware startups established in the universities‘ 

environment in cooperation with industry and businesses. Some startups and 

corporations can benefit from being involved with university-linked business 

Most countries and universities in the last decades initiated schemes to 

support research and development in innovative ideas, making it attractive 

and affordable to launch technological ventures, through tax incentives and 

financial support to fund innovative research and attract talent among 

graduates. The South Korea government has consistently emphasised 

industry-university-institute collaboration as a driving force for innovation 

growth in response to rapid advances of disruptive technologies and 

commercial innovations. Large corporations can benefit by collaborating with 

innovative startups and university research because they become more agile 

and increase the speed and effectiveness of bringing new innovations to 

market. When engaging with external smaller players, large corporations can 

avoid wasting their time re-inventing the wheel, but instead identify existing 

solutions or research projects that are already in the pipeline with interesting 

applicationss and results.  

  

 

https://www.amazon.com.au/Mind-Brain-Education-Neuroscience-Implications-ebook/dp/B0046W6UDY
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